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This particular cohort demonstrated a very strong performance in the examination.
Almost all candidates responded to all sections of the paper which is always a good
indication of hard work and dedication put in by both the teachers and students.
Question 1:
All candidates attempted this section; most candidates scored high marks in both
translation and quality of language. There were considerable candidates struggled with
subsection [c] where they lost mark. In order to improve performance, candidates should
read the question carefully then translate the sentence.
Question 2:
The candidates with a better command of both English and Turkish languages scored top
band marks In order to be able to achieve top band scores, candidates aim to translate
the given text with correct key terminology and tense. Quality of Language can be
improved by observing the correct use of times and grammar it is important that centres
and tutors to continue encouraging all candidates to read widely and follow the news in
order to be able to give them a better prospect in the examinations.
Question 3:
This was a popular question; most candidates attempted this question in various degree
of success. Strong candidates showed excellent translation skills and correct use of
grammar hence scored full marks in quality of language. Candidates who made a plan
before beginning the translation scored much higher due their attention to detail in the
grammatical skills. Tutors keep encouraging candidates to read widely and extensively
alongside their timetables lessons.
Question 4:
Candidates who scored top marks in this question demonstrated excellent command of
grammar and used large repertoire of vocabulary in Turkish language. In addition,
candidates who engaged with high level thinking skills and developed their points were
awarded with full mark.
In all sections candidates’ performance were similar to last year which was strong.
Candidates who used their imagination, who moved away from predictable story lines
particularly performed well. Tutors encourage their students to demonstrate high level
imagination, use of complex language, and demonstrate good command of Turkish
phrase and expressions throughout their essays.
I would urge tutors and candidates to choose their essay topic very carefully so there are
plenty opportunities for them to show the skills listed above.
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